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SARAH MURRAY

The lowering of the drinking age in Minnesota could change the bar scene in Winona, like at Bubs bar pictured here in downtown Winona.

A

Minnesota representative is proposing
lowering the drinking age to 18, so
what does this mean for a dry campus like
Winona State University?
Representative Phyllis Kahn of
Minneapolis introduced two different bills
One would allow 18-year-olds to legally
drink in a restaurant or bar, and another bill
would let 18-year-olds drink if a parent or
guardian of legal age accompanies them.
Neither bill allows them to purchase
alcohol from a liquor store.
Lynae Hahn, a community assistant
at East Lake Apartments, said if the law
passes, Winona State would remain a
dry campus, but if the students want it to
change they would have to start it.
"Any change to university policy
would come from MnSCU," Hahn said.
"The students might have a say in that. If
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students started a campaign to get attention
from the board, then they would consider.
All MnSCU campuses are dry campuses."
Hahn said she thought the dry campus
policy would not be affected if the law
passes.
"I don't think it would have a huge
impact because there's already a market for
underage drinking," Hahn said.
Minnesota has seen multiple fluctuations
in the drinking age within the last century.
The legal drinking age in Minnesota
was 21 after the prohibition era, lowered
to 18 in 1973, raised to 19 in 1976 and
raised back to 21 in 1986, according to the
Minnesota Legislative Reference Library.
Hahn said personally she believes 18 MS •
the drinking age is okay, because that is
the legal age of adulthood, but there are
arguments the brain is not fully developed

until 25-years-old.
Others on the campus have mixed
feelings about lowering the drinking age.
Senior social work major Ashley Provo,
22, said she thinks the law would cause
more harm than good.
"They're still teenagers, in that mentality,
at that age," Provo said. "I think more
alcohol would be in the dorms because they
can drink. It should just remain at 21."
A senior in criminal justice, who wished
to remain anonymous, said she agrees with
the push to change the drinking age back to
18 because of the freedoms already given
to people at this age.
"We can choose to buy tobacco, we
can choose t0. die for our country, we can
choose to get married and we are now
legally considered adults, why can we
not choose to drink a glass of wine with

dinner," she said.
She also said that changing to a wet
campus would make drinking safer for
students because it lessens the possibility
of drinking and driving.
If the age is lowered to 18, she also
said that she believes there will be more
violations on campus if Winona State
remains a dry campus.
"Generally if the age is lowered at
all, alcohol awareness must be taught
differently," she said. "We are taught
drinking is bad, dangerous and unhealthy.
We are not taught what is responsible
alcohol consumption is."

JORDAN GERARD
news writer
jgerardll@winona.edu
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Two graduating seniors fill Student Senate seats
W

ith the Student Senate supplemental
elections at Winona State University
complete and the winners, Garrick
Hoekstra and Cory Marsolek, officially
sworn in, they both said they hope to help
make a difference in their last semester at
Winona State.
Student Senate president Jessica
Hepinstall said she is excited to have them
both on the student senate committee.
"Cory brings a rational, analytical
approach to senate issues," Hepinstall said.
"And Garrick has a political background
that's really beneficial, and he is really
focused on advocating for the student
body."
Hoekstra said he chose to run for the
senate because he "thinks students need

informed and dedicated voices on campus
Hoekstra plans to be more informed
about what is happening on the campus by
staying in touch with each organization.
He said he sees serving on the senate in
his last semester as ending with something
positive.
"When I leave here at the end of spring
semester I won't look back on my time
here and wish I could have done more,"
Hoekstra said.
One of the plans he hopes the senate can
accomplish is passing the Clery Act.
"The Clery Act, which was proposed by
other senators and campus organizations
is essentially updating and improving the
standards that the university maintains with
regards to sexual assault," Hoekstra said.

He said President Olson said, "one
sexual assault is still too many," advocating
that each victim receives justice and
support.
Marsolek, a public administration and
political science major, said he hopes to
leave a positive and lasting imprint on
Winona State
Marsolek said the idea of becoming a
part of the senate appealed to him after
reading "The Years of Lyndon Johnson,
Master of the Senate" by Robert A. Caro.
"I've always had an appreciation for
parliament, but that book really intensified
it," Marsolek said.
Marsolek said his time at Winona state
has been "extraordinary" so far, and he
has met a lot of cool people from different

backgrounds.
"I've had the opportunity to participate
in a wide variety of different clubs that
have allowed me to meet a crazy variety
of personalities and have a number of
different experiences I'll take with me on
my voyage through the rest of this life,"
Marsolek said.
He said he hopes his familiarity in
statutory interpretation and administrative
law allows him to offer a new perspective
for positive changes in safety for students.
BEN STRAND

news reporter

bstrandll@winona.edu
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Regional Science Fair brings young scientists to Winona State

EMILY DEAN

Justin Franz, a 9th grade student from Cotter High School, presents his science project at Winona State University.

Y

oung scientists were at Winona
State University to showcase their
intellectual talent at the 62nd annual
Regional Science Fair on Friday, Feb. 27.
The science fair hosted middle and high
school students who had been working on
science experiments over the course of the
semester.
Christopher Malone, assistant professor
in mathematics, is part of the committee
that organizes the event each year.
The participants were judged on their
creative ability, the science behind their
project, how well the experiment worked
and how well they communicated their
ideas with the judges, Malone said.
The students are judged in hopes to
move on to the state competition. Every
year 10-15 high school aged students go
to state and about 20-25 middle school
students move onto the state competition.
The grand prize of the night goes to one
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high school student who will win a trip to
the International Science Fair in Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Winona State works in conjunction with
Saint Mary's University to host the event,
alternating campuses each spring Malone
said.
The 7th through 12th grade participants
work on their projects over a course of a
couple of months both in and outside of
class, Malone said.
The middle and high school students
come from local schools around the area.
This year the competition included La
Crescent schools, Winona Middle School,
Winona Senior High School, Cotter High
School and Cochrane-Fountain City
Schools.
Tammy Drazkowski, a 7th and 8th grade
science teacher at Cotter High School, has
her classes participate each year as part of
their course work.

Drazkowski said Cotter hosts its own
science fair, and the winners move on the
regionals.
She said she knows first hand how hard
many of the students work on their projects
and that she has seen her students come a
long way with their projects.
"We start in October or November and
everyone has to do an individual project.
It's something we work on all the way
through January," Drazkowski said.
Drazkowski said one of the most
challenging aspects of the project is just
coming up with an original idea that the
students will be able to work on over the
course of a couple of months.
"The project needs to be something they
can ask a question about and try and find
an answer," Drazkowski said. "Often times
they go by what they are interested in or
want to know more about."
Malone said Winona State and

Saint Mary's use faculty members and
community members working in the
science field to judge the students' work.
Each student presents their project to
multiple judges in a formal interview about
their project throughout the day, Malone
said.
"The students need to be able to explain
what they have done. Communication is a
great benefit for the students. They learn
how to talk about their ideas and what they
did in a more formal setting," Malone said.
Malone said judges often come back
from year to year to participate.
"They are giving back and giving their
time to help students do science. They like
seeing kids get excited about science, and
it's a break from their job," Malone said.
EMILY DEAN

news reporter

edean13@winona.edu
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This week
in Winona
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Time: 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.

V\ Ptace: Simplicity Yoga and Wellness
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601 E. 5th St.
Contact: 608-797-1990
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Great River Reading Series: Ryan Van Meter
Time: 7 p.m.
r—
I Place: Science Laboratory Center
Room 120
Contact: DCumberland@winona.edu

Finally Fridays
MMI

following motions were passed: $20 to Student
Council for Exception Children, $999.00 to the
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Time: 5-7 p.m.
Place: Blooming Grounds
50 E. 3rd St
Contact: 507-474-6551
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Karaoke
Time: 8 p.m.
Place: Mankato Bar
477 Mankato Bar
Contact: 507-454-6529

Help

6
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Time: 10 p.m.
Place: Broken World Records
265 E. 3rd St.

Contact Julia Sand at JSand10@winona.edu
March 4,2015
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New speaker series promotes appreciation of words
O

n top of teaching students, grading
papers, planning lessons and writing
tests, some Winona State University
professors spend time researching and
writing scholarly works on their fields of
study.
Susan Jacobsen, the president of Winona
State's English Honors Society, Sigma
Tau Delta, formulated a plan to give more
students "a great opportunity to hear about
the research that English department
faculty conduct."
With the help of Amy Pearson, Sigma
Tau Delta's graduate chair, Jacobsen
planned a Scholar Series. The series will
host a different speaker each month, with a
question and answer session at the end of
each presentation.
"The event promotes Sigma Tau Delta's
mission to foster an appreciation for
literature, language and writing," Jacobsen
said. "It also provides an opportunity
for academic conversation outside of the

classroom among students and English
department faculty."
The first event occurred on Wednesday,
March 25, when Elizabeth Zold spoke
about her research on traveling mothers
in eighteenth-century England. Her
study focuses on travelogues, which she
described as "narratives of exploration and
adventure."
Zold said mainly wealthy men wrote
travelogues in the eighteenth century,
because few women received the
opportunity to travel due to motherhood,
and those who did choose to travel were
labeled as bad mothers.
"What it meant to be a bad mother
became public concern," said Zold.
Zold examined some of the few
travelogues written by women and
analyzed their use of motherhood as a
justification for publishing their travel
narratives.
Zold explained that the use of familial

imagery and metaphors, as well as
continual referrals to how much the women
missed their children, protected them
against claims that they were neglectful
mothers.
According to Zold, the women claimed
motherhood gave them helpful perspectives
when traveling that they felt they should
share with the world. These women's roles
as mothers allowed them to "enter into the
public intellectual discourse" through their
travelogues.
In her second year at Winona State, Zold
is in the process of writing an article on the
material she covered in her presentation
at the scholar series. In the future, Zold
intends to do further research and writing
on the subject.
Zold started the chapter of Sigma Tau
Delta at Winona State and volunteered to
speak for the series.
"Development of this series is still
in the nascent stages. The speakers are

chosen somewhat informally," Jacobson
said. "[Speakers] showcase a variety of
different research from the field of English,
including literature, writing (creative and
academic), linguistics and more."
While tackling a double major in legal
studies and English literature and language,
Jacobsen has been brainstorming events for
Winona State's chapter.
Jacobsen said she hopes "the
presentations will broaden students'
horizons and introduce them to new and
exciting aspects of the field."

VICTORIA MCKENZIE
news writer
vmckenziel 2@winona.edu
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Contact Taylor Nyman at TNyman12@winona.edu I
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Grown in Detroit" film featured
as part of Common Book Project
O

n Feb. 25, Winona State University's Common Book
Project a hosted a screening of the film "Grown in
Detroit."
The film was an hour long and was about The Catherine
Ferguson Academy for Young Women in Detroit, Mich,
which caters to pregnant and parenting teen girls. The
school has an on-site daycare center and focuses not only
on getting these girls to graduate high school, but to take
their education even further. In order to graduate, the
students must be accepted into a two-year college or fouryear university.
Along with a standard education, the school allows
girls to learn about farming. With the downfall of the
automotive industry in Detroit came an abundance of
empty lots caused by the many residents leaving the city
to find jobs elsewhere. The school takes these empty lots
and creates large gardens on them where the girls learn
to plant, take care of, harvest and sell a variety of goods
ranging from apples and tomatoes to kale and eggplants.
The film connects to the common book, "The American
Way of Eating: Undercover at Walmart, Applebee's, Farm
Fields, and the Dinner Table" by Trade McMillan.

March 4,2015

Ann-Marie Dunbar, a Winona State English professor
and director of the Common Book Project explained that
while looking for a common book, the committee tries
to find an author whose book connects to a university
theme or connects in some significant way to existing
programming. The current common book connects to the
university theme of Sustainable Futures. The committee
finds events that connect to both the common book and
the university themes.
"Grown in Detroit" focuses on availability and cost, as
well. Dunbar discussed the connection the book had to the
film when it came to access to healthy food.
The film mentioned that there are more liquor stores
than grocery stores in Detroit, and when the camera
followed a young couple into one of these stores to
shop, viewers were able to see that the fresh fruits and
vegetables were half rotten.
If fresh, healthy food is not accessible and affordable,
then many people simply cannot or will not purchase it.
The Catherine Ferguson Academy for Young Women
in Detroit provides two services for the people of Detroit.
Not only does the school provide a place where young

mothers can receive an education, but it also provides
fresh fruits and vegetables for its students and residents.
The school sells their produce at local farmer's markets
and sets up stands outside the school.
Andrea Mohr, a junior CALT major, attended the film
and found it informative.
"I really enjoyed the movie, because it connects to
the university theme of sustainability by educating
underprivileged teenage mothers in the areas of farming
and nutrition," she said. "I also liked that it showed
the positive side of Detroit, rather than what the media
portrays it to be."
The film showed the positive side of Detroit and showed
that fresh fruits and vegetables can be accessible, even in a
city known for its crime, poverty and vacant lots because
of the work of one school.
"I really admire the people who had vision to start that
school and keep it going," said Dunbar.

BY KALIKA VALENTINE-ERICKSON
features writer
kvalentineeriO7@winona.edu
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Food review series:
Healthy snack ideas
T

here are a ton of ideas for easy and cheap snacks that
are also healthy for college kids.
For college students, it's easy to grab a bag of baby
carrots and a container of hummus for five dollars or a bag
of apples for a similar price.
Though delicious, these snacks may be boring and often
lackluster. Why not try and mix it up for the taste buds?
The recipe given to me by the TRIO SSS Student
Leaders Club is called Apple Grilled Cheese. Required
is two slices of wheat bread or wheat pita bread, a few
slices of cheese, and some thinly sliced apples. Just like a
regular grilled cheese, buttering the bread slices will help
prevent burning the bread.
This snack is super fast to make, and it has a definite
twist in taste. The apple is a little sweet and crunchy and
cheese is a classic and favorite flavor.
Another snack I would recommend is an Apple and
Cheese Quesadilla. With a flour tortilla, spread some

cheese on one half of the tortilla, and cut the apple into
small triangles and place them on top of the cheese.
Throw it in the microwave for about thirty seconds and
voila.
Another snack that will shake up the taste buds is the
equivalent of a pizza bagel. My friend Claire Sasse, a
communication major, loves this recipe.
"It is super quick, easy and reasonably healthy," Sasse
said. "I make it twice a week, and it takes two minutes."
This recipe calls for an English muffin or a bagel,
mozzarella cheese, pizza sauce and spinach. One can
modify this recipe by adding cooked hamburger meat,
peppers and other pizza toppings.
First, toss the muffin or bagel into the toaster until it is
lightly toasted. Then place the sauce and spinach on top,
adding the cheese. Finish by putting on all the toppings
wanted and bake the mini pizza in the oven until the
cheese has melted and the bagel or muffin is brown.

These snacks are fun to make and are relatively healthy.
Instead of sticking with the same generic snacks, try
something new and delicious.

BY SAMANTHA BECK
features writer
sbeckll@winon
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24 Hour Theatre production
requires teamwork and caffeine
S

tudents involved in the 24 Hour Theatre performance had only twenty four hours as the event's title suggests - to produce a complete show. This includes writing the
scripts, holding auditions, casting actors and putting together the set Everything must be
completed down to the props, costumes, sound and lighting.
Actors, directors, writers and crew members gathered in the Performing Arts Center to
begin their production on Friday, Feb. 27 at 7 p.m.
The event began with the writing process. Writers were chosen ahead of time and
were given about three hours to write three different scripts. To make the process more
challenging, one line was randomly drawn, and it had to appear in all three plays. The
chosen word ended up being "crickets," which subtly materialized in various forms
throughout the show.
Emma VanVactor-Lee, an actress in the show, commented on the amount of sleep
students got during the process.
"I think I got the most out of everyone, which was maybe like seven hours; some
people got like forty-five minutes."
Students powered through with naps and caffeinated beverages to create the show.
"A lot of Dr. Pepper was consumed. Everyone is running off of artistic freedom and
caffeine," VanVactor-Lee said.

The artistic freedom and caffeine led to the production of three shows titled "The
Writer," "Family Circus," and "Valuables."
"The Writer" centered on an author beginning his novel, in which the characters soon
revolt against his writing skills, demanding to be written in different, more interesting
ways. The writer, played by Brad Krieger, argued back and forth with his imaginary
characters until a pizza deliveiyman appears. Krieger's character has a moment of
enlightenment when he realizes his characters no longer need him, and he is free. With
that, he runs offstage, leaving the pizza deliveryman, played by Ross McNall, onstage
with the remaining characters, asking who was going to pay for the pizza.
The second play, "Family Circus," depicted a family who began confessing their
secret dream careers, brought on by the son's declaration that he wanted to become a
clown. This confession inspires the mother to say she dreams of being a king. The father
then admits he wants to work in a boring office, drink crappy coffee and say hello to
his coworkers, including one named Jeff who was played by McNall wearing a similar
costume to his deliveryman character. The play ends with the grandfather telling the son
to find a better job other than being a clown, and the grandmother telling him he was
adopted, which earned laughter and a round of applause from the audience.
The final play in the show, "Valuables," focused on two burglars Butch and Darrell,
who were robbing a house that was supposed to be empty for months. Butch, played
by Kilat Fitzgerald, asks several questions of Darrell, played by Keagan Anderson,
about what to steal and whether or not Darrell ever thought he'd end up as a thief.
Darrell's annoyance is cut short by the arrival of an animated Realtor®, played by
VanVactor-Lee, who is trying to sell the house to a young couple.
Eventually, the realtor discovers the two thieves and calls the police while Butch
runs offstage. McNall again enters the stage, this time slightly altering his costume to
fit that of a cop. Butch emerges dressed as a woman and convinces Officer Ross he is
the owner of the house, and the Realtor® was the true robber. Officer Ross then leads
the true robber offstage, handcuffed and on her way to jail. The play ends with Darrell
finally answering Butch's questions from the beginning of the show, confessing he
once aspired to be a rapper named "Cricketz."
With the allocation of only 24 hours to produce the three shows, teamwork between
students was vital.
"The thing about this which is kind of cool is it's so collaborative. We were all
working on the set, finding props, pulling costumes from our houses," VanVactorLee said. "It was really cool because it was this constant flow of artistic juices from
everyone."
For Casey Howe, the writer of the first play, "The Writer," the best part of the
experience was seeing everyone's collaborative creativity come to life.
"Just being able to witness all the collaboration between everyone all coming
together after 24 hours and seeing die final product [was the best part]," Howe said.
The 24 hours of creativity and cultivation ended in a burst of applause from the
audience, and congratulations in the PAC entryway to all those involved in the long 24
hours of hard work, where VanVactor-Lee summarized part of the appeal in 24 Hour
Theatre.

"The beautiful thing about this is a day ago, none of this existed," he said.
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WSU hosts 24 Hour Theater!« the PAC Mackbox.
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You have questions. We have answers.
D

ear Spring Breaker,
There is nothing wrong
with a nice stay-cation. There
are plenty of things to occupy
your time during your week of
freedom. Depending on where
you live, there are many different
activities.
If you live near the Twin Cities,
there are plenty of entertainment
options if you are interested in
musical theater. There are some
really neat comedy clubs as
well. There will also be a few
Wild games going on during this
week. The Twin Cities are full of
wonderful museums and galleries.
If you live in other areas, there
are plenty of new movies coming
out the weekend before and
during spring break.
For more athletic activities, ski
resorts and outdoor hockey rinks
are still open. If you're returning
to your hometown, it could be
a good idea to reconnect with
some high school friends, if they
are home. It could also be a nice

opportunity to reconnect and
catch up with your family.
There are some nice places
downtown Winona for eating
or listening to live music. My
favorite places are the Acoustic
Cafe or Blooming Grounds.
There are some local museums
if you are interested in a little
educational adventure. Also,
downtown La Crosse is a nice
place with some cool history and
great places for eating. Although
Winona is a nice little town,
there are definitely more options
in Lacrosse. If you're willing to
make an even longer drive, there
are several fun things to do in
Rochester.
Or doing nothing but relaxing
is a great option if you are not
interested in doing anything.
There is definitely nothing wrong
with having a nice binge watching
session on Netflix as long as you
get up and stretch every one in a
while. There will be a couple new
shows added to the streaming site

while Winona State is on spring
break, including season five of
"Archer" and "How to Train Your
Dragon 2."
If none of these things interest
you, then you could always catch
up on any upcoming projects or
assignments. Although it may
not be the ideal thing to do, it
is always nice to have a good
grasp on your schoolwork when
returning from a long break.
What ever you choose to do,
just make sure it is something you
enjoy doing, because this is your
time you will be using and you
want to make sure that you use
this time wisely. The best advice I
could give you about your spring
break is to have fun and stay
warm.

BY ELIZABETH PULANCO

features writer

epulanco12@winona.edu

@Winonan
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Film review series:
"Sunset Blvd."
W

ith the month of March beginning, it's time to usher
in a new director. For the month of March I have
chose 22-time Oscar nominee and 7 time Oscar winner,
Billy Wilder. First up for Wilder is his terrific film noir and
movie about 1950's Hollywood, "Sunset Blvd."
The film follows Joe Gillis (William Holden) who
is a screenwriter in Hollywood but has only made a
couple of decent movies. After Gillis' car breaks down
outside a large, elegant mansion, Gillis is swept up into
the reclusive, obsessive arms of silent movie star Norma
Desmond (Gloria Swanson) and her odd butler Max
Von Mayerling (Erich von Stroheim). Desmond asks
Gillis' help with the screenplay she wrote because she is
attempting a comeback into Hollywood, but little does
she know she has faded so far into obscurity that no one
knows who she is anymore.
This movie has a lot of famous cameos from former
silent movie stars like Buster Keaton, H.B. Warner, and

Swanson, who was making her own comeback in this
film after nine years of staying out of the spotlight. Not
only that, it shows a realistic portrayal of what happens to
movie stars who have to transition from having a spotlight
on them constantly to not being relevant again. In this
film though it is taken to severe levels of paranoia and
obsession with Desmond, who sinks her claws deeper and
deeper into Gillis as the film progresses.
Altogether, "Sunset Blvd." was nominated for 11
Oscars and won three of them, including best screenplay.
Somehow Gloria Swanson didn't win best actress at the
Oscars, but Swanson redefined the term femme fatale and
crazy woman. While a lot of people have seen and raved
about the movie "Gone Girl," Rosamund Pike doesn't
hold a candle to Gloria Swanson who makes this movie
incredible and legendary. The acting, score and directing
makes this film one of the best, in my opinion, and
definitely a movie to see for first time Wilder viewers.

For this film there are many memorable scenes and
quotes, but none more than Norma Desmond walking
down her stairs, with cameras pointed in her direction.
She tilts her head back and looks into the camera and says,
"All right, Mr. DeMille, I'm ready for my close-up."

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT

features writer & sports writer

mlambertll@winona.edu
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Let your opinions be heard. Speak out.
Send letters to Julia Sand
at JSandlO@winona.edu
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Warrior softball suffers first loss
A

fter seven games the Winona State
University softball team was handed
its first loss of the season with a 1-0 defeat
against Grand View College in Rochester,
Minn, on Thursday. The Warriors bounced
back in their second game against Grand
View with a 10-6 victory in the nightcap.
The starting pitchers on each team
allowed six hits combined. The game saw
its fi rst and only score in the top of the fifth
when Grand View got a runner in scoring
position. Hanna Lythberg then committed
an error on a line drive to the pitcher that
scored the lone run of the game.
Lythberg said, "It is great to know as a
pitcher that every teammate behind me will
give everything they have on every play."
Ashley Walker allowed one hit in four
innings while striking out six.
Lythberg gave up one hit in three innings

of work with three strikeouts and bounced
back in the nightcap, tossing three innings
while allowing a trio of hits and one earned
run after relieving the sophomore starter
Karly Olson, who allowed five earned runs
in three innings.
Olson said the team was disappointed
with their play in the opener but gave credit
to Grand View's starter.
"She threw a heck of a game and was
able to get her team out of several innings
when we had runners in scoring position,"
Olson said. "We are a great hitting team,
and it was just one of those games where
we weren't able to put our hits together."
Down 5-4 in the third inning of the
second game, Olson provided the biggest
highlight of the afternoon for Winona
State: a three-run blast to left. This brought
in Allyson O'Herron and Jessica Kullmann

to give the Warriors a 7-5 advantage as
Winona State would go on to win 10-6
after five and a half innings due to time.
Olson said the second game was a lot
better offensively for Winona State.
"The second game everyone stepped up
to the plate and took much better swings on
the ball, and we were able to put together
10 runs," Olson said.
Lythberg said, "1 think our biggest thing
as a team is relying on solid defense to
make it through our tough games,"
Winona State University (8-1) is off until
March 8 when it heads to Florida for the
first of 10 games.

NTC Spring Games

BY SAM THIEL
sports reporter
sthielll@winona.edu

March 13 vs. Tiffin and Ohio

March 8 vs, Ohio Dominican and
March 9 vs, Northwood and
March 10 vs. Millersvilie and
March 12 vs. Tiffin and

Track and field places fifth at championships
T

he Winona State University track
and field team finished fifth place
overall at the NSIC Indoor Track and Field
championships on Friday.
Head coach Mason Rebarchek said the
season has been going really well so far.
"We're at the point in the season where
we've been training a long time, and track
and field is set up that way: to try to peak at
the end of the season," Rebarchek said. "So
I'm hoping to see everybody perform at
their highest level and highest potential and
run the best time they've ever run, or best
throw, or best jump. Just really compete
well as a team."
Many Warrior competitors placed and
even made personal bests at the meet.
The 4x400 relay team of Megan Seidl,
Brittney Schyvinck, Catherine Whitcomb
and Kelsey Bethke placed third in their
event with a time of 3:52.42, beating last
week's time of 3:47.45.
This relay team is waiting to hear if they
will be participating in the NCAA Indoor
Championships in March.
Alissa Rausch placed second at the meet
in shot put, throwing 49' 4
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Rausch is waiting to see if her seasonbest score of 49' 11 %" will bring her to the
NCAA Indoor Championships.
She said, "We have been preparing
for this meet all indoor season and fall.
Every throw at practice and lift in the
weight room is so we can perform well at
conference and then at nationals."
Freshman Kaitlyn Long threw her second
best mark of the season in weight throw
with 19.86 meters, winning first place.
Rebarchek talked about Long as being a
highlight of the team.
"She's had the number six throw all
time in Division II, and she's sitting third
in Division II right now," Rebarchek said.
"She's also 16th best in all collegiate
throwers in any division."
Rebarchek also said Long recently broke
the school record and was the conference
athlete of the week twice so far this season.
Long said, "I'm looking forward to being
able to focus on indoor nationals now.
Indoor Nationals has always been on the
back of my mind as the bigger goal. I want
to place first in Division II weight throw,
and I'm looking forward to representing

Winona State in Alabama in a couple of
weeks."
Junior Katie Bagley won sixth place in
the 800-meter run with a time of 2:13.13,
beating her second place mark in school
records for Winona State.
Senior Jordan Skelly earned a personal
best in the 5000-meter run with a time of
17:44.78, beating her third place school
record.
Skelly said, "Seeing everyone's hard
work pay off was great. The conference
meet is always a battle for top 8 spots, so
it's fun to watch everyone use their Godgiven talents to fight for their spot."
She added, "There is almost nothing I
like more then watching my teammates get
PR's."
Catherine Whitcomb and Brittany
Schyninck ran the 400-meter run.
Whitcomb placed fourth and recorded
a personal best with the time of 57.32
seconds. This earned her fourth place in
the Winona State record book. Schyninck
finished in fifth place, earning her sixth
place in the record book for Winona State
and a personal best of 58.40.

McKenzie Carper ran a time of 3:04.23
for a personal best in the 1000-meter run
and placed third in the school history. She
placed eighth in the event.
Andrea Bartz recorded a personal best
in the triple jump, with a score of 37' 8 %"
and improved her already personal best by
three inches.
Brittany Dulak tied with Jessica Devine
with a score of 9.03 in the 55-meter hurdles
and improved her personal best time by
0.22 seconds.
The Warriors will wait to see who
will appearance at the NCAA Indoor
Championships, which will take place on
March 13 and 14 in Alabama.
Winona State will then move to the
outdoor season, which opens March 27 and
28 in Raleigh, North Carolina for distance
events and in Rock Island, 111. for the
Viking Olympics.

BY MACKENZIE KUSH
sports reporter

mkush 11@winona.edu
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Women's basketball falls in quarterfinals
F

or Connor Nagle, her first basket on
Wednesday was the biggest one for the
night and in her career.
With just 1.6 seconds remaining,
Nagle connected on a three-pointer to
send Winona State University women's
basketball team to the second round of the
NSIC/Sanford Health Tournament with a
67-62 victory over the University of Mary
at home. Nagle also reached a milestone in
the process, making the 100th three-pointer
of her career.
The Warriors followed their opening win
of the tournament with a loss on Saturday
against Minnesota State University
Moorhead 93-84.
In Wednesday's game freshman forward
Hannah McGlone made seven of her
12 attempts for a career-high 19 points,
including going 5-of-7 from the free
throw line as well as grabbing a team-best
eight rebounds. Sophomore center Kayla
Timmerman tied a career-high of six
blocks, passing Bernie Roskop for fourth
on Winona State's all-time blocks in a
single season with 56. She now needs 11
more to tie for third with Amanda Brown.
"Scoring-wise getting to the basket
and going up strong has been what we
worked on all season," McGlone said. "I
don't think it got easier to get the shots,
but seeing what shots they were giving up
became more obvious."
The game was a constant battle that saw
20 lead changes between the two teams.
Tara Roelofs started the game with a
triple on the Warriors' first possession to
give Winona State a 3-0 lead in the early
stages, but the Marauders reclaimed the
advantage throughout the next couple of
minutes. Roelofs connected on another
three-pointer to give Winona State the lead
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12-11 with 15:03 left in the half.
U-Mary got the lead back with
consecutive triples to give the Marauders a
17-12 lead, but the Warriors answered back
with their bench play.
Timmerman and Jenny Wei land came
off the bench to provide energy for the
Warriors. Timmerman hit a pair of shots
from the paint and Weiland put in a layup
after a Timmerman dish to give Winona
State an 18-17 advantage.
The Marauders answered with a 5-0
run of their own, but the Warriors had
outscored U-Mary 13-2 over 5:32 to give
Winona State a 31-24 advantage.
U-Mary ended the first half with a 5-0
run capped by a buzzer-beater three-pointer
to cut the deficit 31-29 as the teams headed
into the locker rooms.
The Marauders continued their strong
finish to start the second half, going on a
10-5 spurt to post a 39-36 advantage with
16:23 left.
A Roelofs three-pointer tied the game at
43 with 13:21 remaining. The rest of the
game would be tight as it featured 11. lead
changes and six ties.
With 3:56 left McGlone connected on
a pair of baskets, the first being a layup in
traffic to put the Warriors up 59-58 and the
other being another layup to give Winona
State a 61-60 lead with 1:27 remaining.
The Warriors came away with a huge
defensive stop as Timmerman swatted a
shot to give her six on the game. McGlone
then hit one of her two free throws on the
ensuing possession to give Winona State a
62-60 lead with just 52 seconds remaining.
The Marauders responded with 42
seconds left thanks to a Brittney Dietz
layup to knot the game up at 62 to set up
the dramatic end.
With a 12 second difference in the game
and shot clock, the Warriors had trouble
running a play and got the ball knocked
out of bounds with just one tick on the shot
clock. Nagle dished it into Roelofs whose
three-point shot hit the rim. Alexis Foley
came away with the offensive rebound and
Winona State called a timeout.
The Warriors tried to get Timmerman
to post up in the paint, but she was
immediately triple teamed. She dished it
out to Nagle, who released a three with a
defender in her face and found the bottom
of the net with 1.6 seconds left.
"I actually had no idea that it was my
100th three," Nagle said. "My mindset
during the last play was let it fly. At that
point in the game, it was tied, and that's all
1 could do. Shoot it and not think about it."
After some chaos and a few minutes of
official review, U-Mary had improperly
inbounded the ball, thus giving the ball
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Hannah McGlone goes up strong against a U-Mary defender.

back to Winona State. The Marauders
immediately fouled Timmerman on the
ensuing possession, where she connected
on a pair of free throws to help the
Warriors advance to the second round.
The trio of McGlone, Roelofs and
Timmerman led the way in double figure
scoring, with Roelofs pouring in 16
points on 6-of-15 shooting from the field
including 4-of-8 from the three-point
line. Timmerman recorded 15 points after
hitting five of her 10 shots from the floor.
She made all five of her free throws to go
along with her seven boards and six blocks.
Foley grabbed seven boards and posted a
team-best four assists and two steals.
"I was most proud of our team for
staying focused and finding ways to
make plays in late game and late clock
situations," head coach Scott Ballard said.
"Once again our depth and bench play
factored in to winning this game."
Despite a career-high 24 points from
sophomore Tara Roelofs and a furious
comeback attempt on Saturday, it was not
enough. Winona State was eliminated from
in the quarterfinals in Sioux Falls with a
93-84 loss to Moorhead.
Roelofs provided a spark in the closing
minutes, posting the most points in her
Winona State career. She ended the night
8-of-14 from the floor, including four
triples. Connor Nagle chipped in 21 points
with four three-pointers as well.
Unfortunately, the Dragons' Heather
Strese had a career night, scoring 36 points
while snatching 13 rebounds. The Warriors
were outrebounded 42-23 on the night.

JACOB STRIKER

Winona State hit 32.14 percent of its
first half shots while Moorhead knocked
down 46.88 percent. Consecutive triples
by the Dragons made the score 22-12, and
Winona State would be behind the rest of
the game.
The Warriors cut the deficit to 22-18 with
a 6-0 run and later cut it to 25-21 thanks to
a tliree-point play by Weiland. Moorhead
increased their advantage 30-22 as Winona
State found themselves outrebounded by
a margin of 20-8. Nagle and Roelofs each
nailed three-pointers near the halftime
mark to cut the deficit to single digits
heading into halftime, 39-32.
The Warriors began the final 20 minutes
with a 10-3 run to cut the deficit to one,
43-42. The Dragons answered back using
an 8-0 run to take a 51-42 lead.
The Warriors made it a one-possession
game thanks to a three-point play from
Foley to make it 55-52 with just over 12
minutes left. Winona State would not get
any closer as the Dragon lead was double
digits with six minutes to go, cutting off
any chances of a comeback.
As for statistics, Foley was the third
Warrior in double figures, making six of
her 18 shots for 16 points as well as tying a
career-best with seven assists.
Winona State University ends its season
at a record of 20-8, the fifth 20-win
campaign in team history. All five have
come under head coach Scott Ballard.

BY SAM THIEL
sports reporter
sthiell 1@winona.edu
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Men's basketball knocked out
of tournament in close game
A

s soon as it began, the postseason
for Winona State University men's
basketball team was over. A close matchup
in Wednesday's game did not go in favor
of the Warriors as their season concluded
with a three-point loss to the University of
Minnesota Duluth, 67-64.
Last weekend the regular season
concluded with two wins against Wayne
State and Augustana. Finishing the regular
season 14-12 the Warriors were matched
against Duluth in the opening round of the
NSIC/Sanford Health tournament. The fiveseeded Warriors were required to travel
to Duluth to take on the fourth-seeded
Bulldogs.
The first half of the ballgame was a low
scoring affair that limited the Warriors to
22 points at halftime. Winona State posted
a shooting percentage of 31, hitting 9 shots
out of 29.
Throughout the first half the Warriors
had the lead, however slim it was. With less
than 12 minutes remaining in the first half
the Warriors were up five points, but for
the next four minutes Duluth held Winona
State scoreless and ran with the lead.
With 5:34 remaining in the first half,
Duluth held the lead 18-17 and made an
8-0 run to put themselves up 25-17. A
three-pointer bv Winona ended the Bulldog
run. Going into halftime the Warriors found
themselves down by seven with Duluth
holding onto lead 29-22.
As the second half of the game
commenced, the Warriors attempted to cut
into the Duluth lead in a steady fashion.
Winona State was able to take the lead over
Duluth 41-40 with 14:17 left to play in the
game.
The next few minutes were back and

forth with five lead changes within five
minutes. With less than eight minutes to
plav, Duluth made a run that put them
up by seven points with six minutes left.
Winona responded with two free throws,
a tip-in and a jumper in the paint to cut
Duluth's lead to one point with four and a
half minutes remaining.
Keeping up with the theme of the game,
Duluth got their lead back up to five with
47 seconds left, only for a Winona layup to
cut the lead to three.
After a foul by Winona, Duluth hit their
first free throw, but missed the second.
A quick break by Winona resulted in a
lay up that cut the lead down to one with 22
seconds left.
Another Winona foul resulted in two
made free throws by Duluth, but Winona
would again answer with a made jump shot
reducing the lead back down to one point
with 15 seconds left.
Again, Winona fouled Duluth who made
both free throws to take a three-point lead
with 10 seconds to play. One last threepointer would not fail for the Warriors and
the clock expired with Duluth getting the
67-64 win.
Riley Bambenek led Winona State with
14 points, going 5-of-10 from the field
and 2-of-4 for three's. Mark Blacklock
followed with 12 points on the night while
Isaiah Gray added 11 points.
Following the loss to Duluth, Winona
State ends its season with a 14-13 overall
record. This marks the 12th straight
winning season for the program.
BY DILLON HOGAN
sports reporter

1) MSU Moorhead (20-2, 31-2 overall)
2) Augustana (20-2, 28-2 overall)
3) Minnesota State (17-5, 24-6 overall)

4) Northern State (15-7, 23-7 overall)
5) Concordia-St. Paul (14-8, 19-11 overall)
6) St. Cloud State (13-9, 18-12 overall)
7) Upper Iowa (12-10,17-13 overall)
8) Minnesota Duluth (12-10,16-14 overall)

9) Winona State (11-11,14-13 overall)
10) Minot State (9-13, 14-15 overall)

dhoganll @winona.edu

Baseball prepares for upcoming Florida invitational
T

he Winona State University baseball
team will be spending their spring
break in sunny Florida as they fly out
March 9 to participate in the Russ Matt
Invitational.
In preparation for Florida, assistant coach
Patrick Reilly said, " We are trying to keep
the guys fresh. Being outside for six games
and then coming back inside is always
tough, but our guys have a really good
attitude and really good effort everyday."
Center fielder Michael Hommes said,
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"In Florida we have to play the way we are
supposed to be playing."
Reilly said, "Obviously we would like
a win. As a team it is a really good week
where they can not only get better as a
baseball team, but get closer as a team as
well."
Winona State started the 2015 season
with six losses after competing in the
Houston Winter Invitation at Minute Maid
Park in Houston, Texas. During their fourday stretch the Warriors fell to Tarleton

State (15-2), University of Central Missouri
(2-1), St. Mary's University (11-3) and
Henderson State (5-0).
The Warriors followed with two double
headers in Bolivar, Mo. They fell to
Southwest Baptist University 7-2 and 3-2,
as'their second pair of games against the
University of Wisconsin-Parkside resulted
in a cancellation due to poor weather.
"We have done some things really well,
but our record hasn't shown that. We need
to put a game together," Reilly said.

Catcher Nathan Krause said, "We need to
get in the 'W' column."
Over the six-day stretch in Florida,
the Warriors will compete against Ohio
Dominican University (0-0), Florida Tech,
Florida Southern College (7-7), and Wayne
State University (Mich.) (1-2).

BY ALEXANDRIA CARTER
sports reporter

acarterl 3 @winona.edu
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In the peanut gallery...
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Eric Schroeder will face off on a hot topic in sports. The world of sports is changing quickly
and constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this
week. Lambert and Schroeder will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why you they are right.

This week's topic: The NFL Scouting Combine
The NFL Scouting Combine is a weeklong showcase of future draft picks. College football players are tested physically and mentally in front of the league's coaches, managers and
scouts. But is it fair to put so much emphasis on one week's performance that can make or break an athlete? Or should game performances over the years be taken into account? Let's
talk about it...
(Recap by Allison Mueller)
The NFL Combine helps give a complete
picture of the athletes. Not only does it
give an idea of the physical strength and
endurance of each player, but it also gets
into the mindset and personality of the
player.
One portion of the Combine that is
not broadcasted as part of everything is
the personal interviews that teams can
conduct. In my mind the interview is the
most important part of this entire process
for these college athletes. It allows athletes
and teams to connect on a more personal
level and for teams to get insight into who
the player is outside of the media. It also
allows players to talk about blemishes on
their record in college and show teams who
they truly are.
At the same time this could completely
drop a player's stock if they interview
poorly. Teams can see potential issues with
immaturity or other behavior concerns. So
while some may continue to disagree with
the importance put on the combine, it has
and will continue to be a staple as players
prepare for the draft.

I relate the NFL Combine to the local
county fair. The scouts are trying to find
their prize hog to place their personal blue
ribbon on.
Personally, I prefer to look toward
the game film and everything they
accomplished in college. Watching what
they do in a game is more valuable than
how high they can jump and if they can run
a 4.3 40-time. Will they break down in a
late game situation? How efficient are they
when they have the ball? Are they leaders
on the field? These questions are much
more important than trying to find some
athletic freak.
It's been proven that it doesn't pay off
to try and make players be something
they aren't. There have been plenty of
players who haven't blown scouts away
at the combine. Teddy Bridgewater didn't
shine perfectly and fell to the bottom of
the first round but was arguably one of
the best quarterbacks out of last season's
draft. Look at Shannon Sharpe or Tom
Brady. Two players who are the top of their
respective classes and didn't have a great
showing at the combine, slid very far on
draft day and have Hall of Fame careers.
The point is simple. Don't judge a book
by its cover. I think in an age that values
statistics and efficiency in sports, we
should move away from the players who
jump the highest, lift the most or run the
fastest.

BY ERIC SCHROEDER

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT

sports reporter

sports reporter

eschroederl 4@winona.edu

mIambertll@,winona.edu
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March 6th - Free dance lesson at 7:00 -7:30 pm is The Swing
Dance : 7:30 — 10:30 pm.

Come

enjoy rocorded music w»!f? s p c c i a i g a ^ s i

April 10, 2015
May 1, 2015
June 5, 2015
July 10, 2015
August 7, 2015
September 11, 2015

i

Larry Busch
To Be Announced
Time Travelers
To Be Announced
To Be Announced
To Be Announced

Live Bands: $30/couple - $15/single - Students $7.50 ~~ Recorded Music: Guests $10.00 - Students $5.00

Hilltop Bar & Ballroom - S3135 County Rd M, Fountain City, WI. 54629
We offer a broasted chicken buffet supper from 6:00 - 6:45 @ $10/person - Call the 608-687-8739 to make a reservation)
Check our website for updated information on music, dance lessons, and other news.
(www,dancewinona.org)
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